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ABSTRACT 

The modern battlefield is increasingly populated with vast amounts of electronic information. The plethora of 
data that can be delivered needs to be filtered, interpreted, and formatted in ways that are meaningful and 
useful for particular tasks and situations. Cross-modal fusion of information should be helpful in optimizing 
battlespace interfaces to provide the maximum amount of data to the commander and in enhancing their 
operational picture while avoiding increasing working memory load. 

In our research, carried out by researchers at the University of Toronto and Defence Research and Development 
Canada, we are looking at fundamental questions concerning the cross-modal fusion of information.  
In particular, we are focussing on how visual spatial awareness can be facilitated by presentation of auditory 
cues or information, and how auditory spatial awareness can be facilitated by visual information. We shall 
refer to instances of such facilitation as auditory facilitation, and visual facilitation, respectively.  

Auditory facilitation occurs when the information about entities and spatial relations among them is coded 
redundantly, using the auditory modality to augment the visual. For instance, designing for auditory 
facilitation can be used to transmit more information to the commander and aid integration and coordination 
of disparate pieces of information (Flanagan et al., 1998; Nelson et al., 1998; McKinley & Ericson, 1995; 
Begault, 1993). There are many potential advantages of using spatialized sound in visualization platforms to 
aid decision-making and to enhance situational awareness (SA) of the operational picture. The short-term 
auditory store supplements the visual store, providing an opportunity to store greater amounts of relevant 
information (Wickens and Hollands, 2000). In addition, the auditory sense is omni-directional and can be used 
to help in orienting, and in detecting speed and accuracy (Bronkhorst et al., 1996; Begault, 1993). Redundant 
information presented in a different modality must be compatible with the primary modality if improved task 
performance and enhanced SA are to be achieved (e.g., St. John et al., 2001; Hollands et al., 2003; Tlauka  
et al., 2000; Shelton and McNamara, 2004; Harwood and Wickens, 1991; Aretz, 1991).  

Visual facilitation occurs when visually displayed information enhances auditorily presented information.  
The type of visual facilitation considered in our research is where visual data representations are used to 
enhance awareness of target locations in spatial audio displays. This is an important application, because of 
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the advantages of using spatialization in audio such as increased discriminability and intelligibility of multiple 
sound sources (Ericson and McKinley, 1997; Drullman and Bronkhorst, 2000). The distinct location of voices 
in space also aids in the cognition of collaborative audio communications, in part by facilitating the task of 
speaker identification. An investigation of spatialized voice streams in an audioconference-style listening task 
(Baldis, 2001) has established that the locational separation of conferee voices increased listeners’ speaker 
identification performance and perceived overall comprehension of conference events while simultaneously 
reducing perceived attention requirements for speaker identification.  

We have developed and implemented a collaborative virtual environment, named the Vocal Village 
(www.vocalvillage.net), to capitalize upon these known benefits of spatialized audio. The Vocal Village is a 
client/server based VoIP system that accommodates spatialized audio communication in a flexible, customizable 
audio space, where voice locations are monitored and controlled via graphical user interface. Our recent 
investigations of this audio space have demonstrated that providing listeners with the ability to control the 
apparent location of incoming voice streams (personalization) using a visual interface (Visual facilitation) 
further decreases the perception of both the difficulty associated with, and the amount of required attention 
for, speaker identification in a multi-talker environment (Kilgore et. al., 2003).  

As an example of the use of visual facilitation, interactions within the Vocal Village are augmented with a 
visual display of participant names, apparent audio locations, relative volume settings, and position within the 
virtual space of the conference. In military applications, similar uses of additional visual information could be 
aid in disambiguating, elaborating, or qualifying incoming audio messages, and in creating flexible voice 
collaboration systems where cues as to relative location are embedded in the audio information. 

However, while spatial audio GUIs would be intended to aid in maintaining users’ awareness of a complex 
audio space and aid in speaker identification, the use of such visualization may inadvertently introduce 
detrimental performance effects by inappropriately altering users’ perception of spatial auditory events.  
This alteration could be the result of inter-sensory effects caused by perceptually dominant visual stimuli.  
A powerful example of inter-sensory bias is the ventriloquism effect, by which a visual event is able to 
‘capture’ the location of a non-collocated auditory event – such as the moving mouth of a dummy is able to 
visually capture apparent location of a ventriloquist’s voice (Bertelson and Radeau, 1981), (Warren et. al., 
1981). Another example would be the result of a perceptual ‘mismatch’ between the apparent spatial location 
of an audio event and the location of its related visual depiction. Such non-collocated audio/visual events are 
problematic as they may actually result in decreased electrophysiological responses to audio/visual stimuli 
(Calvert et. al., 2001) and often cause a ‘disconcerting’ experience for listeners, who have difficulty 
interpreting conflicting cues.  

The full version of this paper will report on three studies of cross-modal fusion that we are carrying out.  
The first study is concerned with the visual facilitation of audio in voice collaboration and is motivated by the 
recent finding that listeners become more sensitive to disparate audio and visual cues as the screen size of the 
visual interface is reduced (Walker and Brewster, 2001). This finding is relevant to addressing portability 
needs of soldiers in the field where large audio spaces are being condensed into small visual depictions (such 
as PDA or wrist-mounted displays).  

We are also carrying out two studies of auditory facilitation, one concerned with urban warfare as the 
application, and the other concerned with search and rescue operations. The Canadian forces are in the process 
of acquiring or developing a number of systems to provide information to the front line soldier. One of the 
purposes behind the current research is to determine the relative value of these different technologies to better 
guide acquisition and deployment strategies. 3D audio is being investigated for a variety of different 
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applications including navigation displays and radio communications. As discussed above the use of 
redundant 3D audio information provides a number of advantages to the user. In addition to the issues of the 
compatibility of the redundant information provided 3D audio presents the additional complication of being 
available in widely different levels of fidelity, ranging from simple stereo, or left/right cuing, to almost perfect 
replications of the spatialized aspects of naturally occurring sounds.  

In one recent research study we are examining the effects of the level of fidelity and orientation on auditory 
facilitation by examining three different cases, simple stereo, a generic spatialized audio and a free field 
condition. The first two conditions are oriented to the soldier’s direction of travel; the last is based on head 
orientation. We have assessed the impact of the different displays on a soldier’s ability to develop situation 
awareness and perform his mission in a virtual built-up area.  

Our goal in this research is to provide science-based guidance for the use of cross-modal fusion of information 
in multi-modal displays. By developing methods of auditory and visual facilitation that are compatible with 
the properties of human perception and cognition it should be possible to transfer more information to the 
user/soldier without compromising attentional resources or increasing working memory load. 
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